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• Near-term Goal – Enable initial low-altitude airspace and UAS operations with 
demonstrated safety as early as possible, within 5 years
• Long-term Goal – Accommodate increased UAS operations with highest safety, 
efficiency, and capacity as much autonomously as possible (10-15 years)
UTM – One Design Option – Towards Autonomy
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• Operational data 
recording 
• Authentication




• Sequencing and spacing 
• Trajectory changes
• Separation management
• Transit points/coordination 
with NAS 








Constraints based on 
community needs about 
noise, sensitive areas, 





With diverse mission 
needs/profiles Range of UAVs from disposable to autonomous
Low altitude CNS 
options such as:




















• Demo: Aug 2015








• Initial constraint 
database
Build 2
• Demo: Oct 2016




• Initial contingency 
management
Build 3









• Demo: Mar 2019
• Large scale 
contingency 
management
UAS Traffic Management Build 1 Flight Demonstration: 
Overview




































































































































































































Lead Scheduler – John Percy ‐ AFRC
Mgmt Support Specialist– Jamie Turner  ‐ AFRC
Administrative Support – Giovanna Bowen ‐ AFRC








































































































Detect and Avoid (DAA) Technologies
Air Traffic Control (ATC) Services
Control and Non-Payload Communications (CNPC) Network
Phase 2 MOPS Command and Control (C2) Links
Legacy C2 Links
ACRONYMS
ADS–B: Automatic Dependent Surveillance—Broadcast
BVLOS: Beyond Visual Line of Site
LOS: Line of Site
sUAS: Small Unmanned Aircraft System



































































– Ikhana (NASA’s MQ-9)
– T-34C (Manned Intruder)
– S-3B Viking (Surrogate UAS)
• Virtual
– Ikhana Sim
– B747 Flight Simulator
– Ground Control Station 
– Multi-Aircraft Control System 
(MACS) ATC Emulator
• Constructive











































































































Systems Engineering Office (shared) 
Lead: Ron Johnson (shared)
Scheduler
Risk manager
PM: Dr. S. Grabbe
DPM: R. Aquilina
APM: J. Koelling






















SPM: Paul Lee 
PP&C (shared)
Host Center Analyst: Janine Yip (shared)
Center Analysts: Paula Chambers, LaRC (shared)
NRA manager: N. Galeon (shared)
Networked ATM







SPM: Dr. Kai Goebel
